Highly-reliable and long-lifetime solid state lasers require the extremely high reliable assemblies over a long period of time. In order to shorten the test time, we apply step stress accelerated degradation test (SSADT) to assess solid state lasers' reliability. Firstly, the assumptions and introductions of SSADT are given. Then, we establish a performance model of solid state lasers which is determined by two factors: photoelectric change efficiency and input electrical power. Next, a degradation model is set up under the assumption that the degradation of photoelectric change efficiency follows Wiener process. On the basis of failure mode effect of solid state lasers, accelerated model is determined and thus reliability model is obtained. The maximum likelihood is used to estimate the parameters of reliability model. Finally, an example of solid state lasers' SSADT is presented to implement the proposed method.
Introduction
Nowadays, solid state lasers have played an important role in many industrial fields. When assessing the reliability of highly-reliable, long-lifetime and expensive products such as solid state lasers, the traditional Accelerated Life Test (ALT) tends to take a large amount of time and money with little helpful information of the products. An alternative approachAccelerated Degradation Test (ADT) is popular for the reason that it can provide abundant and valuable reliability information efficiently [1] .Furthermore,Step Stress Accelerated Degradation Test (SSADT) is superior to Constant Stress Accelerated Degradation Test (CSADT) in the respects of sample size, test cost and time [2] . Researches on accelerated degradation test mainly include three aspects: statistical analysis, optimization design and engineering [3] . Meeker and Escobar [4] , and Chao [5] reviewed the degradation literature, surveyed its wide applications and described statistical methods for ADT models. Tseng and Peng introduced a stochastic diffusion process to model the product's degradation path [6] . Wang et al. dealt with efficient SSADT plans under the conditions that the rate of degradation is consistent with the inverse Gaussian process [7] . This paper put forward a SSADT method for solid state lasers to evaluate their life and reliability. First, we introduce the SSADT in testing assumptions, execution process and data structure. Next, the degradation process of solid state lasers' behaviour is described and the reliability model is obtained with models of Wiener process and Inverse Power Law. Then maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to estimate the parameters of reliability model. At last, an example of solidstate lasers is proposed to illustrate the method.
Step stress accelerated degradation test
In this section, we make clear the testing assumptions and loading process of SSADT. After that, we show what the testing data looks like under SSADT.
Testing assumptions of SSADT
Accelerated test and the establishment of reliability models are usually based on certain assumptions. This paper proposes the following assumptions by reference to relevant researches at home and abroad [8] [9] . 1) There is path and rules to follow for the degradation process of photoelectric change efficiency. 2) Under each accelerated stress level, the failure mechanism of solid state lasers is in line with that at normal-used stress level. 3) Under the input electrical power stress level S k , the degradation process of the photoelectric change efficiency Y(t|S k ) relies only on the current stress level S k , and the degradation already accumulated, with no sort of relation to the way it accumulated.
Loading process of SSADT
To carry out a SSADT, we should first determine a set of accelerated stress levels S 1 ＜S 2 ＜…＜S K which are higher than normal stress level S 0 . At the beginning of the test, put all test samples under initial stress S 1 and record related performance degradation. Switch to the next stress S 2 when completing the test time under S 0 . Go on the above steps until the test is completed under the highest stress level up to S K . The execution process of the test is shown in Figure 1 .
fig.1 SSADT loading process

Data structure of SSADT
Suppose the sample size is n and the stress levels are K, S 1 ＜ S 2 ＜ … ＜ S K . Performance inspection interval of lasers' output power is ∆t. There are M k times of performance examination in the process of SSADT, each of which is under the stress level S k , besides, the accumulated inspections are M=M 1 +M 2 +…+M K . P ikj is the inspection result of the jth inspection on the ith sample under the S k stress level (j=1, 2,…Mk , i=1,2,…n). The data structure of the test is shown in Table I . 
Model building
Before using the accelerated degradation test to evaluate the reliability of the product, we should first establish the mathematical relationship between the life and stress of the product, that is, the acceleration model. So that we could extrapolate the product' reliability under normal working stress from the test data in the harsh stress levels.
Solid state lasers' output power model
Generally, solid-state lasers' optical output power is related to two characteristics: input electrical power and photoelectric change efficiency. When conducting a SSADT for solid-state lasers, the input electrical power remains unchanged until it switches to a higher level, but the photoelectric change efficiency degrades all the time. We assume that the optical output power (P) is equal to photoelectric change efficiency (Y) times input electrical power (S):
Degradation process model
Since the information obtained in the accelerated degradation test is not the product' failure data, but the degradation of the product' performance under stress and time, it is necessary to establish a reliability model based on the product' degradation process. Due to factors such as unit-to-unit variability and external noise, the degradation of the product is a stochastic process and the determined degradation functions are not suitable here. So in this study, we apply drift Wiener process to describe the degradation process of photoelectric change efficiency.
Where, 0 y is the initial degradation value before the test; d(S) , the drift, is often considered as degradation rate and is often used as an accelerated model;  is a constant and 0   ; B(t) is a standard Brownian motion on [0, ∞), B(t)~N(0, t).
Accelerated model
The input electrical power of solid-state lasers is selected as stress variable in this study to conduct the SSADT. So the degradation rate d(S) is supposed to follow Inverse Power Law model:
Where, S k is the absolute input electrical power at kth stress level, and A, B are positive constants.
Reliability model
Considering the unique feature of solid state lasers when choosing the input electrical power as step stress, the observation variable here is not the degradation variable, but the product of the degradation variable and accelerate stresses. The formula can be presented as follows:
With a specified threshold value C, the product's lifetime T follows the Inverse-Gaussian distribution [10] with the probability density function:
Reliability function of solid state lasers can be obtained as:
Parameter estimation
In this section, the unknown parameters of the step stress accelerated degradation model are estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation method. Suppose all of the samples are under K-level SSADT, S 1 ＜ S 2 ＜ … ＜ S K . Performance inspection interval of optical output power is ∆t. There are M k times of performance examination in the process of SSADT, each of which is under the stress level S k , besides, the accumulated inspections are M. P ikj is the inspection result of the jth inspection on the ith sample under the S k stress level, let
The likelihood function is:
Then, the log-likelihood formula is:
Calculate the partial derivative of parameters A, B and σ 
Let the above partial derivatives be zero, and the maximum likelihood estimation of A, B and σ 2 can be calculated as follows:
Example
Take a YAG solid state laser as the research object. The sample size is 6 and the 3 stress levels are 240W, 280W and 320W, respectively. Performance inspection interval of output power is once an hour and there are 200 measurements under each stress. The test results are shown in Figure 2 . It can be seen from the performance trends with time that performance changes show randomness and stochastic process model can be well used here. According to formulas (13), (14) and (15), we can obtain 
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a SSADT for solid state lasers to evaluate their life and reliability. Stochastic process was used to model the degradation path of photoelectric change efficiency. Based on the output characteristic and failure mode effect of solid state lasers, inverse power law model was chosen and reliability model of solid state lasers was established. And then the model parameters were estimated by means of maximum likelihood estimation. Finally, a set of YAG solid-state lasers data was used to illustrate the proposed method.
